Advanced SALBot9 Artificial Intelligence Analysis

Tru-Deal Analysis

Standard for Dealing Cards used in cash gaming:
There are schools that teach techniques that are considered the standard excepted method for dealing cards. We contracted
three professional dealers from a school based in Las Vegas NV. We videoed and observed them each deal 1000 hands. The
hand technique creates a random stack of the cards. Running the exact card stacks into our AI system allowed us to predict that
human dealers have “Zero (0) Cyclic Redundancy Error”.
This makes human dealers a true and fair deal of cards used in cash gaming. With zero error you can never predict the next card
to be dealt.

Current Online Digital Dealers:
Most current online poker systems have so much redundancy error, programs are being written that can predict the cards to be
dealt. Polling professional players in the Denver area found those players do not “Trust” online gaming sites. The reason the US
government moved to ban online gaming was based on a lack of trust in the dealing systems.

Social Gaming’s “Tru-Deal” digital dealers:
Over a two year creative period a program designed to match the current standard for dealing cards was created. The program
is called Tru-Deal and is called a Human progression replicate. Every Social Gaming Console uses this program to shuffle and
deal the hands the vendor dollar is charged for.

Our Test : Does Tru-Deal have Zero CR Error like a Human
Using state of the art computers and an Artificial Intelligence known as SALbot9, we called card stacks ready for dealing and
recorded their exact card positions. Our analysis watched for stacks that were exactly the same, deal enough hands and exact
stacks will occur even after a professional shuffle. Our watch included the position of the exact stacks in the large progression to
determine if any second level CRE were present.
We called and included in the analysis 500,000,000 (500 Million) hands.
The Tru-Deal program had “Zero (0) Cyclic Redundancy Error” in both the primary and secondary stacks.

Analysis Conclusions:
The Tru-Deal automated dealer program was found to be a 100% equivalent to a Human dealer.
Social Gaming is a local game that has no Internet players. The players are all located within WiFi range of the Console the
game is running on. These two features make the Social game a safe gaming environment for cash play. Using the Tru-Deal
program gives the Social Gaming Console a “Human Equivalent Dealing Method” that can be trusted in cash gaming.

Receiving a hand dealt by the Tru-Deal program is a service worth a value equal to the cost of paying a human dealer.

